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AFTER-MOUSE.COM is a world leader in development for Samsung SUR40 with Microsoft® Pixelsense™, and Windows® 7 and 8*
platforms. Resto'Touch is a multi-faceted application enabling guests from a restaurant or a bar to order their food and drinks from an
interactive menu. With additional sommelier features and an intuitive tourist guide, Resto’Touch is an excellent entertainment tool as
well. The base price is $5,000 for 5 licenses (one per unit), with bundles of 5 additional licenses priced at $4,000.

Resto’Touch Features:
Interactive Ordering. Resto’Touch makes browsing the menu a treat. The menu carousel is complete with a description and one
photo per item. Orders are sent to the kitchen instantaneously via email.**
Virtual Sommelier. Standard wine lists are often difficult for guests, listing just the label, region, or vintage. With Resto’Touch,
guests select bottles they’re interested in, launching a description of the wine and/or region to help them make the best decision.
Tourist Guide. Powered by Bing® maps, guests can peruse an interactive map while they wait, complete with a birds eye view of
your general location. Pre-programmed points of interest can also be featured, marked with a description and one photo for each.
Reservations. Guests can book their next visit from within the application using an interactive calendar, as well as instantly call
their server if they need anything. Both functions are sent via email.**

Interactive ordering

Virtual sommelier

Tourist guide with local points of interest

The Ultimate Guest Experience:
First and foremost, Resto’Touch is an engaging experience your guests aren’t going to forget. Not only does it make your business
unique from others, but guests are more willing to wait if they’re entertained.
Table rotations are made more efficient as guests can view the menu and make ordering decisions prior to being seated for service.
Staff efficiency is also increased as customers take their own orders, which are sent directly to the kitchen eliminating server errors.
With the tourist guide, Resto’Touch is an excellent partnering opportunity and branding tool. The guide and map allow you to
customize points of interest, which could be affiliated businesses or other landmarks your business supports.
*Windows 8 desktop (Pro) only.
** Interactive ordering and reservations can be integrated into your POS systems for a supplemental fee.
All content is provided by customer and can be updated with the Content Management System. The initial Resto’Touch purchase is $5,000 for 5 device licenses,
with additional licenses sold in packs of 5 for $4,000. Please note Resto’Touch does not enable payments to be processed from the devices.
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